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Chapter

Introduction

The major purpose of the present work is to experimentally determine the diff¡sion

coefiìcients DCu, DGe and Dgi in the AI-Si-Ge, Al-Si-Cu ternary alloy systems and AJ-Cu

binary alloy system,

The measurement of diffusion coeffrcients and the theory of diffilsion for liquid metal

are relatively undeveloped in contrast to those for the solid state and previous work has

been largely restricted to liquid diñrsion in pure metals. Only two or tlrree investigations of

diffi¡sion in the ternary have been reported. Therefore, the present experimental

investigation was conducted to determine the diffusion coeffrcients in the binary and ternary

liquid systems with two objectives of (1) clarifing the liquid diñrsion process; (2) adding

the data to the literature. It is considered that data on ternary diffi¡sion in liquid alloys will

add significantly to the understanding of liquid diffirsion which is an important factor in

solidification processes.

In the present investigation, the capillary-reservoir technique was applied to determine

the diffirsion coefficient in both binary and ternary alloy systems. The diffi.lsion coefücients

Dg¡ and D6" were measured for a given composition in Al-Si-Ge ternary alloys. These

coefücients were determined by measuring the amount of Si and Ge diffirsed into the

capillary from an infnite reservoir or diffrsed out from the capillary into the infinite

reservoir for a given time. The diffusion coefücients were measured at temperature

intervals of 200C from 7O00C to 8000C . The profiles of concentration vs distance were

obtained using SEM (scanning electron microscope) and EDS (energy dispersive system) to

analyze each specimen. The diffi.¡sion coefficients were calculated using Fick's second law.



At the same time, the activation energy Q and frequency factor D6 were obtained from the

experimental data.

The diffusion coefÍicient Dg¡ and Dçu in the Al-Si-Cu ternary system and Dgu in the

Al-Cu binary system were measured by the same way as the mentioned above, The

activation energy Q and the frequency factor D0 were also obtained.

There have been no identical experiments reported in the literature. However, the

values of diffusion coeffìcient obtained from the present experiment were compared with

those in the literature for similar work and a good agreernent was achieved,

The values ofthe diffusion coefficient obtained from the present experiment were also

compared with those calculated by several theoretical models. These theoretical models

consider only the self-diffi¡sion coefiìcients in pure liquid metal and the experimentaf results

do not agree well with theoretical ones. A reasonable explanation to this phenomena is

given and the possible experimental erors are discussed,



Chapter 2

Litenature R.eview

2.1 Experiment Methods

Experimental methods for the measurement of diffi.rsion coefücients in liquid metal are

conventionally classified into two groups Il] [2]: direct and indirect methods. In the direct

method, the determination of diñrsion coefftcient is carried out using Fick's laws under

various boundary and initial conditions. In the indirect method, the relaxation parameters

appearing in the microscopic transport processes are utilized to determined diffi;sion

coeffìcients.

In direct methods, a capillary made of inert material and filled with metal or alloy is

used as a cell in which the diffi..rsion process takes places. The change in the concentration

of the diffi¡sion substance in the cell is described in term of Fick's law. The determination

of the selÊdiffirsion coefücient D (D for pure metal and D¡ for alloy) is made for cell of

chemically uniform concentration using radioactive or stable isotope as tracers. On inter-

diffirsion, the diffusion coefücient D 12 is determined for cell of chemical non-uniform

concentration by measuring the change in the concentration of each component. In the

direct methods, either radioactive or stable isotopes are by far the mostly used. The

diffusion in liquid is a classical problenr, and the effects of mass difference of isotope are

interpreted, not in terms of tunneling, but as an effective mass approximately in the

potential function. From the standpoint of Fick's law, which operationally defines the

macroscopic process of diffusion, tracer technique is the most direct and most accurate



way. The following two direct methods are the majority of experimental studies of

diffiision in liquid metal and alloy.

2.1.L Shear Method

In this method [3], several disks with capillary holes filled with metal or alloy are

designed to rotate coaxially. Samples containing an enriched isotope of one component

are placed in the holes of side disks which are misaligned with respect to the pre-aligned

capillaries of the other disks containing normal metal or alloy. when the misalignment of

the tracer disks is corrected by rotation, the diffirsion run begins, At the end of the

diffi;sion run, each disk is again rotated with respect to its neighbors at the dift¡sion

temperatufe. The diffision coeffrcient is determined by analyzing the concentration of

each capillary part.

. 
Employing this method, both the start and end time of the diffirsion run is clearly

defìned by the rotation operation. Moreover, the concentration can be determined

accurately by cutìing the cell at the desired time without suffering from the segregation

which occurs upon solidification. Of the commonly used techniques for the measurement

of diffusion coefücient in liquid metal, this one offers the precise results. A typical study

using this method was made by Bruson and Gerl [4] who used a shear cell assembly with

20 graphite disks in their study work of liquid Sn and Cu.

2.1.2 Long Capillary Method

The long capillary method makes use of quartz, ceramics, or stainless steel capillaries

with a diameter ol about 1 mm and a length 70-200 mm. One half the capillary is filled

with isotopically enriched metal, the other half with ordinary metal Following the



diffi¡sion experiment, the capillary is sectioned into 10-12 segments for analysis and

evaluation of the self-diffusion coefftcient by the complementary error function. In this

method, attention must be paid to the uniformity of the temperature along the capillary

column and the prevention of mixing upon packing samples into the capillaries. Ozeltan

and Swalin [5] applied this method to measure the self-diffusion coefficient in liquid Na at

constant volume and the long capillary method is considered to be suitable for high

pressure studies [6],

2.1.3 Capillary Reservoir Method

The capillary reservoir method is widely used in the measurement of diffilsion

coefficient because of its mathematical and technical simplicity. In the determination ofthe

self-diffilsion coeffrcient, a capillary with one open end containing an isotopically enriched

metal is immersed in a liquid metal bath. Isotope enrichment in the bath can also be

adapted in place of that in the capillary. At the end of the diffi¡sion run, the capillary is

raised from the metal bath. In general, the contents of liquid metal in bath should be large

enough to ensure that its average concentration can be kept constant within experimental

accuracy throughout each diffi.lsion run. A-fter a known period of time, the concentration

of isotope tracsrs in the capillary for self-diffi-lsion or that of each component for inter-

diñlsion can be analyzed and determined using the one dimensional form of Fick's second

law for flow along the capillary with appropriate initial and boundary condition.

In principle, the lighter metal or alloy should be placed in the metal bath to reduce the

natural effect of gravitational flow and to limit the effects of convective heat flow. The

temperature ofthe capillary should also be kept 1-2 
oC higher than that of the lower part.

The optimum radius of the capillary should be designed to counteract convection [6].

Person [7] showed that the density gradient formed must be kept anti-parallel to the vector



of gravity and the diffirsion bath should always be vertically oriented even if a density

difference seems to be absent.

It is necessary to maintain the uniformity of concentration of metal bath so that both

capillaries or the metal bath should be rotated at a suitable speed [8]. Important points to

be noted in this method are to prevent mixing at the instant of immersion of the capillary

and to know the exact concentration at the fìnal time of diff:sion experiment without

additional effects of mixing and segregation upon solidifrcation, Ringney [9] gave an

excellent review ofthese fluid dynamic problems.

The capillaries are mostly made of graphite, quarfz, glass, alumna etc., with a typical

diameter of 1-2 mm and length of l0-50 mm.

To obtain precise experimental results, a constant temperature bath is required.

Mishamsi [10] established a typical constant temperature bath. A cylindrical steel vessel 21

mm in diameter and 40 mm deep surrounded by an insulated heating coil was used for the

bath and a salt mixture was used as the heating medium, The bath was brought up to the

approúmate temperature by the furnace and a controlling heater which connected to a

proportional temperature controller was used for the final control of temperature. The

temperature variation during any diffusion n¡n was not over + 0.10C. A constant speed

mixer was used to stir the salt medium to insure a uniform temperature in the metal bath.

Four thermocouples with different lengths were placed at various position in salt bath to

check for the possibility of temperature gradients. The temperature gradients in the salt

bath were considered to be negligible. Due to the higher thermal conductivity of liquid

metals, the temperature gradients were smaller in the metal reservoir than that in the salt

bath.

The propeller blades ofthe stirrer were adjusted so that they would mix the salt gently

and avoid possible vibration of the diffusion apparatus. The entire furnace was also

mounted on four shock absorbers to eliminate the vibrations in the building so that the



vibration in the reservoir could be minimized by these precautions. Two synchronous

motors were applied during the diffi¡sion anneal; one synchronous motor was used for

rotation of the capillary and another was used for the vertical positioning of the capillary

holder. The capillary holder was lowered down into the reservoir for the dift¡sion anneal

and raised after the diffusion end at a rate of approximately l0 mm per minute. Hydrogen

gas was used in both the capillary filling and diffusion processes to prevent oxidation at

high temperatures [1 1] [12].

2.2 Mathematical Model for Diffusion Analysis

2.2.1 Fick's Law

The theoretical work of Adolf Fick, published in 1855, precedes any quantitative

experimental work and still provides the phenomenological basis of diffi.¡sion theory. He

stated that the.flux of diffi.:sing substance is proportional to the concentration gradient of

this substance, and is in the direction opposite to the concentration gradient. The

expression for the flux, J, in one dimension, takes the form

r=-D(+\
\6t )

(21)

where D is the diffusion coefiìcient for the substance under consideration with units of

length2 per second; C is the concentration of the diffirsing substance and has the units of

mass of material per unit volume of solution; x is the distance in the direction which

diffirsion occurs, and J is the flux of diffirsing substance having units of mass of material

per unit area per second, Eqn. (2.1) is Fick's first law of diffusion. According to this

equation, flux is proportional to the concentration gradient.



Fick's second law is derived from Fick's first law by considering the rate of

accumulation of the diffirsing substance in a given volume element. Thus, Fick's second

law can be stated as:

(2 2)

Often, D is considered independent olthe concentration ofthe diffusing substance and the

position coordinate at a given temperature, thus,

(2 3)

Employing vector notation, eqn,(2.3) for the three-dimensional case is written as,
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(2.s')

The assumption that D is independent of concentration is a generalization, not generally

valid, and therefore, for one dimension,

Ð æ ^â2c
--+ 

D-&& &'

This is called Fick's second law which has been applied to a large number ol

experimental techniques for ditr-rsibility measurement with suitable boundary and initial

conditions. The solution of Fick's second law for the capillary reservoir method with

appropriate boundary conditions leads to a series solution. This solution describes one-

dimensional binary diffusion and assumes the diffi-rsivity is independent of concentration.

Also the change in volume due to mixing is neglected. In the case of self-diffi.¡sion



coemcient measurement where there are no chemical gradients, the dimtsibility, D is

independent ol the concentration gradient of tagged substances. Eqn (2.4) also can be

applied in the measurement of intrinsic-diffirsion coeffìcients in binary solutions, where

small concentration intervals are used. More analysis of Fick's first and second laws is

given in relerences [13] and [14].

2.2.2 Boltzman-Vlatano Solution

In 1937 Rhines and Mehl [15] reported an extensive investigation of systems in which

the diffi¡sion coefücients depend strongly upon concentration, and since then the work of

Matano [16] has been recognized. Boltzman [17] has shown that the one-dimensional

form of Fink's second law, eqn.(2.2) could be solved by substituting a single variable,
I

tt=xt-1 into the eqn.(2.2). Therefore the original partial differential equation is

transformed to an ordinary differential equation as follows:

d(D€\= -!tdC'ât'2

in integrating equation from C=C6, at .r = +.o to C, x = -co, where

the Matano diffi.rsivity:

dC

r*t

(2 6)

= 0 , we arrive at

(2 7)D=

This equation is generaily used in evaluation of D from a diffi.¡sion penetration curve

metallic solution [18]. By substituting for u at a specific time t, eqn.(2 7) can

transformed to:

1¡c:lùC
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be



(2 8)

This equation is discussed in detail by Matano and Crank and the correct use of this

equation requires that the distance x should be measured from a plane x=0, so that

o=-!4fr¿c
2 dc rc"

(2.e)

The choice of the point from which the distance x, is measured, was suggested by

Matano and is known as Matano interface. The diffi-rsion coefftcients, D, are commonly

referred to as the chemical or inter-diffi¡sion coefficients and are considered the same for

both components ofa binary system.

2.2.3 Darken's Model for Binary Diffusion

Experimental evidence [19] prior to the theoretical works of Darken [20] and Crank

[21] supports the idea that the atoms of different elements in a single phase solution

respond in different ways when that phase is acted upon by a field. Thus, in a binary

mixture the interaction which arises from concentration gradients cause the atoms of one

component to move with a drift velocity different from the velocity of the other

component.

Darken's phenomenological treatment of one-dimensional diffi;sion in a solid binary

system is based on the supposition that the two components are diñrsing at different rates.

He suggested that we must make use of a coordinate system which will reflect not only the

diffusion flow but also any mass flow which results from these differential rates. If, in an

["'"' *dc = o



one-dimensional system, y is a distance axis whose origin is fixed relative to a marker, then

in the vicinity of the marker all changes in composition as a function of y are due to

diffi.¡sion. The rate of flow of component one across the plane of the unit area

perpendicular to y is described in the following equation

ã-
¿ =-4(?) (2.10)

úy

where C1 is the concentration of component one. The above coordinate system is valid in

the vicinity of the marker considered, since at some distance away from the origin other

markers move in this system and the rate of passage of component one is not due to

diffi.¡sion only bi.rt in part due to flow with the markers, If we introduce another coordinate

x parallel to y, free to move relative to y, the above equation becomes:

(211)

whiCh is still the flow across a fìxed plane relative to a marker. As the marker in the x

coordinate system moves throughout the sample with a velocity ofv relative to the x axis,

the additional flow of mass, C1v must be added to the diffusing flux, Therefore,

(2.12)

the velocity v is a function of position x and t. The rate of accurnulation of component one

in any unit of volume is given by

L, = -O,(*)
ax

¿ =-l¿r9l-c,'lLùJ

ñ, 
= 
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(2.13)



Corresponding equation to eqn.(2.11) and eqn.(2.13) hold for component two. After

substituting these equations into C=C1+C2 and integrating D, Darken found

where ¡r = /, t'l¡C1/C and N2=Ç,2¡ç.
/t'

The diff.rsivity, D, from Matano's equation is identical with the right hand side of

eqn.(2.14). Thus, he showed that

(2.14)

D =(D,N, + DrN) (2.1s)

where D1 and D2 are the intrinsic diffi¡sion coefiìcients of components I and 2, in

eqn.(2.15) D¡ and D2 could not be evaluated unless the velocity of an inert marker is

known.

Later, Darken [22] related the diffi-rsion coeffìcient of a particle to its mobility and

thermodynamic activity in a binary system, The development of this relation is based on

his thermodynamic hypothesis which says that the negative of the chemical potential

gradient constitutes the effective driving force for the diffusing atom in binary solutions

and Darken used the tracer diffusion coefücient to determined the chemical diffusion

coeffrcient. This phenomena has been described by other investigators [23] [24] and is

held as a general principle, He gave:

-!|",,dN.
(4¡/=+4N,) =-;W

õ=(u.oi.,",r;('.,.#i') (2.16)



where the Ð is chemical diffirsion coeffrcient, Di and Di are the tracer diffi.rsion

coefücients respectively and y1 is the thermal activity coefficient. Since radioactive

isotopes are involved, there are two main assumptions which were considered by Darken in

derivation of eqn.(2. 1 6).

1 . No volume change occurs on mixing ofthe components.

2. The partial molar volumes of the components are equal.

Both ofthese assumptions are true in ideal solutions. In the case of silver-gold alloys this

assumption was found reasonable [25], in some condensed systems these assumption s are

valid within the experimental limits of the accuracy of determining diffirsivities.

2,2.4 Crank's Model

A similar analysis to Darken's model was made by Crank [4] and a complete analysis

of Crank's theory is in [25]. The final expression is

D = c)v¿Da +ciVuD, (2.17)

The treatment is based on the supposition that the chemical diffi:sion is the combined effect

of mass flow and true diffi:sion from the random walk of non-uniformly distributed

molecules. Dl' is the inter-diffusion coeffrcient defined by Crank in terms of rate of

transfer ofA atoms across a section fixed so that the net flow of volume through it is zero,

Similarly, Df is defined for B atoms. These two coefücients are equal if the partial molar

volumes ofthe A and B species are constant. Consequently, only one diffi¡sion coefficient

is needed and is represented by Du as shown in eqn.(2.17). D4 and Dg are called intrinsic

diffi.¡sion coeffrcients and V4 and Vg are the molar volumes of components A and B. D4

and Dg are defined in terms of the rate of transfer of A and B species across a section

li



flxed so that the net mass flow throughout it is zero. If the molar volume varies with the

composition, the coeffrcient Dy has no physical signifrcance c6V¿ and cAVg are

volume fractions of components A and B respectively, which differ from N1 and N2 in

eqn, [2. 1 5] as derived by Darken, c! and c'i are the unit mass volume of the solutions

2.3 Theoretical Models

Three different types of theoretical approaches [26] have been used in the study of

self-diffi-¡sion coeffrcients in liquid metals. They are (1) the use ol a particular model for

the liquid state. combined with a proposed mechanism for the calculation of self-diffirsion

coefficient, (2) the application of corresponding state principles, and (3) the use of a

molecule dynamic calculation.

2.3.I Stokes-Einstein Model

The Stokes-Einstein model is an example of the first type of approach. This model

was derived by assuming that the molecular fluid surrounding a diffirsing particle can be

described as a continuous fluid satisfying with the usual hydrodynamic equation so that the

self-diffusion coefficient can be determined by measuring the viscosity of the metal, This

model treated one of the atoms of the liquid as small a sphere with radius, a and

determined the resistance F caused by it, when the particle is moving with an average

velocity Í with respect to the surrounding particles. The force is given by

F = 6nalt, (2. 18)



where I is the viscosity and a is the atomic radius. writing this expression in the form

v = aF, the mobility of the particle under consideration can be expressed through the

viscosity coefiìcient ofthe liquid, p, by

(2.19)
I

6znp

on the other hand, according to the Einstein relation, a = fi, tn" self-diffirsion coefficient

in the liquid is given by:

D= nt
6za¡t

(2.20)

AJthough the Stokes-Einstein equation is derived on the assumption of large solute

particles diffusing through a continuous medium, the radii of some liquid metal atoms

calculated from this equation show comparatively close agreement with the values of

crystallographic ionic radii. In view of the inconsistency between tire stokes-Einstein

model and the supposed structure of liquid metals this agreement is frequently described as

merely fortuitous. Indeed, the agreement between crystallographic radii and those

calculated using the stoke-Einstein equation should not be accepted as verification of the

validity of the equation to describe diffirsion [28], There are several reasons for this

conclusion. First, the crystallographic radii are very much dependent upon the rather

arbitrary assignment of the radius to one element from experimental data, as for the

Goldschmidt radii [29]. Second, examination of the radial probability functions lrom

quantum mechanics indicates that no absolute significance should be given to the concept

of ionic radii, since these probability functions tail offto zero for an infìnite radial distance.

Third, the reported agreements between stokes-Einstein radii and crystallographic radii are

r5



achieved byjudicious selection ofthe solid state radius value and by subsequently assuming

that a given ionic radius is identical in both the liquid and solid state. Despite the obvious

problems in developing a meaningful particle size parameter, it is reasonable to expect this

variable to be of primary importance in the control of liquid state diffi-¡sion. As an

alternative to the extrapolation of solid state data to the liquid state, it may be desirable to

generate an appropriate size parameter from experimentally determined liquid transport

properties.

Sutherland [30] presented an empirical correction to the Stokes-Einstein equation in

an attempt to account for the size difference between the diffirsing particles and those of

the bulk liquid.. In the extrapolation of diffi.rsion data to determine the molecular mass of

Al, Sutherland found modification of the stokes-Einstein model necessary in order to frt

the available data satisfactorily. The modi{ìed equation was given as

r =3^^,1þ*zPl' 'Lfu+sp 
I

(2.21)

where p is the coeffrcient of sliding friction between the diffi.rsing particle and the solution.

It was postulated that no slipping should occur at the surface of a relatively large diffi.rsing

particle in a continuum. solving eqn.(2.21) for the mobility and substituting in eqn.(2.18)

(2.22)

which is known as Sutherland equation. For liquid metal diffi.rsion, eqn.(2.22) should

become

n_ kr I ø*tpf"- ø^r'lp,-*1

^kr
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Eqn.(z.23) fits some liquid metals diffi¡sion data quite well [3 I ]. The sutherland equation,

being an empirical improvement ofthe Stokes-Einstein equation, is subject in the strictest

sense to the same anomalous conditions as the original Stokes-Einstein equation.

2.3.2 Hole Theory

Eyring [32] presented a hole model for liquid diffusion based on his theory of absolute

reaction rates and using the concept that the liquid structure contains a number ofholes or

void space. In.this model, the liquid may be treated as if it was composed of molecules

each moving in volume v¡ due to its neighbors. The volume v¡ is called the free volume

and expressed by

(2.24)

where d is the incompressible diameter of each molecule and v is the effective travel

volume. According to thermodynamics, the v¡can be written

(2 2s)

where V is molar volume of liquid metal, N6 is Avogadro,s constant, c is a constant

ranging from 2 to 5 depending upon the type of problems, and ÁEvap is the vaporization

energy of the liquid.
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Eyring treated the flow of liquid as a rate process. He assumed that if a given

molecule moves from one equilibrium position to another in the same layer, it is necessary

that a suitable hole or site be available and the proiluction ofl such a hole or site requires an

expenditure of energy, since work must be done in pushing back other molecules. This

enefgy may be considered as equivalent to an over potential energy barrier, shown in

Figure 2, 1 and Figure 2.2

Di¡ectioD of flow --->

Figure 2,1 Potential-energy barrier for viscous flow, with and rvithout shearing force
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Figure 2.2 Distances between molecules in liquid

The viscosity coefiìcient should be expÍessed as
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where À is the <listance between two equilibrium positions, l"l is the distance between two

layers of molecules in the liquid, 1,3 is the distance between neighboring molecules in the

same direction and À2 is the mean distance between two adjacent molecules at right angles

to the motion. The viscosity is conventionally given by

(2 27)

where Eu¡, is defined as the activation energy to cross the potential-energy barrier and m is

the atomic mass. It is noted that eqn.(2.27) is similar to the empirical A¡rhenius equation:

p= n"E'i)lr (2.28)

and Eyring considered the process of diffi¡sion is very similar that of viscous flow. If the

concentration ofthe liquid in the initial and fìnal state ofthe diffusion run are C and C+dC

respectively, À is the distance between successive equilibrium positions and dC/dx is the

concentration gradient, the diffi-rsion coefficient would be defined as

D= lk (2.2e)

If À and k for diffi.¡sion may be identified with the same quantities for viscosity, particularly

for the case of self-cliffusion, substituting eqn,(2.26) to eqn.(2.29) gives

M- | Etts/
u = :-..!(2mnkT\1t' .¿ /kr' v'

_ À,kT
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(2.30)



Assuming + = l+ì and, ),, - 2. = 2,,eqn.(2.30) can be expressed as"À=2, \y)

(2 31)

( v\%
Comparing this with the Stokes-Einstein equation, 6ira is replaced by | | and

[Âo '/

although their quantities are of the same order of magnitude, the signi{icance is quite

different. Eyring's theory considered that the diffrsing molecules and those ofthe medium

have the same dimension whereas the Stokes-Einstein equation is based on large diffusing

molecules in a ôontinuous medium.

The main difference in the behavior of a liquid near the crystallization temperature

from that of the corresponding crystalline bodies is a result of its relatively large specifrc

volume, This circumstance indicates that the homogeneity ofa liquid is to a certain extent

an apparent one. In the absence of externàl forces, the defects do not have an opportunity

to develop into macroscopic size, but are spontaneously closed up in certain places while

arising in neighboring ones, and constitute, at any given instant, a system of microscopic

cavities in the form ofholes, cracks, etc,, in the enter volume ofthe liquid.

If this conception corresponds to reality, then the free volume of a liquid is not

distributed uniformly between all its molecules as in the case of crystals, but is

concentrated in the form of separate micro-cavities, which play the role of holes which

result in fluctuations connected with diffusion. In reality, the free volume of a liquid must

be distributed partly in a discontinuous way in form of separate holes, and partly in a

continuos way in the form ofa general increase in the average distances. This state ofthe

liquid is quite similar to that found in the case of crystals where the increase of the volume

on heating is realized partly by an increase of the lattice constant and the size of the

interstices, and partly by an increase of the number of hole vacancies. In the liquid, the

D=(!"\k g\r ) u



notions of regular holes and interstices become meaningless. The notion of a hole can be

defined as more or less widened gaps between the molecules. These gaps have neither a

definite size nor a definite gap; they can spontaneously arise, increase, dwindle down, and

disappear; they can also move from one place to another by closing at some place and

opening at neighboring ones. Alter [34] treated the liquid as a system of freely moving

holes with respect to which the molecules play the dominant role of diffi:sion.

Later, Eyring [35][36] proposed a modified activation model called the significant

structure theory, and gave the diffusion equation as

(2.32)

where ( is the number of the nearest neighbors lying in the same plane as the diff.rsing

atom and is equal to 6 with the assumption of hexagonal or cubic closed-packed liquid

structure.

2.3.3 Fluctuation Theorv

In 1959 Swalin [37] presented the fluctuation theory. He postulated that diffi,rsion

results from the movement of atoms over small and variable distances as a result of local

density fluctuations. Swalin considered that a given atom is surround ed by Zg atoms with

a separation ofabout xg between centers. He expected a certain probability that at a given

time, a density fluctuation would occur next to a given atom. This atom then has

opportunity of moving a distance j into the temporarily formed void. Geometrically, a

fluctuation suitable for diffi.-rsion can occur if the atom moves a distance j simultaneously.

The volume of the void thus formed is given by

n= kr _(N,\% kr
- 4ÀP \t'') 4P
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For a random walk process, Einstein had shown

(2 33)

D =(yòi' /' (2.34)

where jt is the mean square value ofthejump distance in this case, the mean square value

ofthe fluctuation distance, and r is the mean time ofstay ofan atom at a particular site. In

order to find j?, he considered the voids of volume are distributed in a continuum. Then

the probability offinding a fluctuation in the distance range from j to j+dj can be found as

p(j)dj = Aj'? expl-Eu) t krldj (2.3s)

where A is a constant and EO is the energy needed to cause a fluctuation of distance j.

The energy expended in increasing the distance between two nearest neighbors a values j

over their equilibrium space can be expressed by a Morse function

E=êDll+e-l"d -2e-"iJ (2.36)

where e¡ represents the energy of dissociation energy of bonding and cr is related to the

curvature ofthe e¡ vsj cuwe, ep can be estimated from ÂHu from quasi-chemical theory

AS

eo=2ÃH,./ZNa

The constant A in eqn.(2.35) can be evaluated since

22
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Therefore

Since

li P(¡w =t

o ={lî ¡' "*pl- 
nç¡¡rrþ¡}''

J'=lii'lttw

(2.3 8)

(2 3e)

(2.40)

f Êt ì\ /1
and the term 

"*pL 
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)can 
be expanded in a Maclaurinis series and EO quite small ,

the higher order terms can be eliminated. Then, Swalin obtained

exp[-aç¡lw]= e*pl-¿CI = o)lkr)exp[-¡') Q.41)

,= ! (d'qul) rror¡' zrr\ dj ),u

Consider a fluctuation resulting from the elongation offour nearest neighbor bonds

EU) = 4e o = (8AH, t zN)(t + exp(-Zaj) - z exp(-aj)) (2.43)

Combining eqn,(2.43) eqn.(2.42 ) and eqn.(2.41)

j= =szN,krlrcAH,,a'
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Applying the formalism of the absolute reaction rate theory, Swalin got

1/ = kTZ//r- /h

Substituting eqn.(2.44) and eqn.(2.45), D is given by

(2.4s)

(2.46)

Swalin's theory applied to system at constant volume, and to test the temperature-

dependence predicted by it, Ozelton and Swalin [38] measured the self-diffi;sion coeffrcient

of liquid Na at constant volume at temperature up to 279 
oC. Th. results from eqn.(z.46)

are about 10 % higher than experimental values.

Several attempts have been made to interpret diffi¡sive movement in simple liquids in

terms ofthe fluctuation in free volume. Among these are the so called critical fluctuation

theory ofCohen and Turnbull [39] in 1959 and Turnbull and Cohen [40] in 1968. In its

form the Cohen-Turnbull theory led to an expression for the self-diffi.lsion ofa hard-sphere

liquid

(2.47)

where g and y are constants and vx and ax are the minimum volume and diameter of a

void large enough to permit a diffi..rsive jump when the lree volume per atom is v¡

Basically, the theory assumed that diffi¡sive movement occurs as a result of isoenergetic

fluctuation in the free volume that permits an atom moving with gas kinetic velocity, v, to

jump into a neighboring site. The theory was not formulated as an activated state model in

^ 37,x N^k')T2 ./lt- v /' / 96hLl{..a'

I .t 1

D=gct uexpl-), /vr)
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the energetic sense and the temperature dependence entered both as 71/2 i^ the mean

velocity and in the exponential factors through thermal expansion olthe free volume. Of

course, it is an activated state model, since an isoenergrtic fluctuation in the volume is a

contradiction in terms. A local volume fluctuation occurs because there is a local

fluctuation in the energy density. For man¡'liquid metals, the critical void radius appeared

to be approximately equal to the crystallograÈhic ionic radius for y=l and, g=1¡6.

In a later version oftheir theory Cohen ancJ Turnbull attempted to take back-scattering

into account with a correlation coefficient, f(a), that varies with the size of the

displacement a:

(2.48)

where p(a)da is the probability that a displacement lies brtween a and a*da. Assuming thal

the displacement scales linearly with the.lree volume, thel'obtained

(2.49)

When v*>vg, this becomes

n=!,-Jþøuro,a.

_ dt'l)=-exnl-yrt /vr 1. ¡\ ,
J

When v, f f >> v., the expression simplifies to

^ l_6" l_
'l-?
J/

n = !, "l; .(,' /))*,Ø, t, )

(2.s0)

(2. s 1)



This is simply the diffusion coefficient lor an ideal dilute gas, for which the correlation

coefÍìcient is unity. The average value for the correlation coefficient is therefore

;=f'.il*, çn; t,,) t) \')\

They conclude that only large movements of particles make a significant contribution

to self-diffusion, because the correlation coeftìcient decreases exponentially with the

displacement and that their original formulation is essentially correct. Of course this is an

over simplifìcation ofthe correlation problem. The theory qualitatively leads to the correct

solid-like and gas-like limits, but is purely conjectural in the range of liquid densities [41].

2.3.4 Enskog's Theory

The hard-sphere model was developed by Enskog [42], where the liquid hard sphere

fluid selÊdiffi.¡sion coefücient, DE, is given by

Dr=Drfr (2.s3)

where Dt is given by

I

Ds =Fl8vo'1)(krlmt). (2.s4)

and X is a correction flactor defined below, N is the number ofparticle per unit volume, o is

the hard sphere diameter, m is the mass ofhard sphere. The formula for Dt is same as that

for the self-diffusion coefficient of a dilute hard sphere gas and the correction N accounts



for the fact that the collision frequency for a dense fluid is not accurately given by the

formula appropriate for .dilute gases. The quantity 1 is equal to the pair correlation

function g(r) evaluated at contact for hard sphere, at r=o,

r = g{,o)

For hard spheres, g(o) is simply related to the compressibility factor, P:

(2.ss)

P = plnkT =t+44g@) (2.s6)

where P is the pressure ofthe hard sphere fluid and r1 is packing fraction defined by

ry = Ílvõj 16 (2.5'7)

For binary alloy diffusion experiment, the diffilsion coefficient Df of solute is given

(2.58)

where ø=mint,f nt,+nr, is the reduced mass, õi and o, are the hard-sphere diameters of

solute and solvent atoms respectively, ",,=){",+o") and g¡r(o¡r) the value of the pair-

correlation function g¡r(r) for different atoms evaluated at contact of the hard spheres.

Therefore, in a binary mixture, the values of o1r and g¡r(o¡r) can be compared with the

experimental data.

^E 3 (kr\1
'' = s,\g"("")":\2rr)



in the theory of Protopatas [43], the hard-sphere diameter o is chosen as an average

distance of closest approach of the atoms in the fluid. As the temperature increases, the

energy ofthe collision increases and o decreases according to the simple law

(2.se)

In this expression, T. is the melting temperature and og is the distance at which the

interatomic potential is assumed to be a minimum value. For calculating the og,

Protopatas and co-workers showed that in a pure metal a reasonable value of o6 is given

by

o, = 1.0s784I (2 60)

where dn-, is the density of the liquid at its melting temperature. According to this model,

the o;(T) and or(T) ofpure solute and pure solvent can be calculated and it is assumed that

these remain unchanged after alloying. The expression g1, was given

o=.,,[,-o'"(n')

(2.61)

where y, = | AV,o ,t is the packing fraction of the pure host metal. This expression of g¡,
ó

can satisfy almost exactly the state for binary hard sphere liquids [aa].

The discrepancy between Df and experimental data can be traced to many-body

correlation's in the liquid phase. These corrections have been shown by Alder [44], using

molecular-dynamics simulation, to depend strongly upon the density of the fluid and upon

s'.(o,,)=trffi|'.,r(ï;¡



the relative mass and size of the solute with respect to the solvent. The diffi'rsion

coefficient of species i in the solvent can be written as

D,= Dïw(/,,,^M,^o) (2.62)

where t/, -"J-2/^,,, aM=nt,-rr, and Lo=o¡-6,.
/ t'o / oY"'

In the correction factor, W, Bruson and Gerl [45] separated the variation with density

W1(v/v6), f¡om the dependence on the mass and size of the solute atom, tIlr(AM; Lo) In

pure fluids, W1 varies rapidly with v/vg in the high-density region, relevant to liquid metal.

In view of the very large dilution of the alloys used in the their work [46], they used the

interpolation formulas given by Bertucci and Flygare to calculate W1

w(v\=
lt'./

(2.63)

Using eqn.(2,60) to calculate o6for each atom of the binary mixture, and using eqn.(2.59)

and eqn.(2.61) to get os(T); oi(T); and g¡r(o¡r), the diffusion coefücient as

-3 sfrl'+r¡.¿slrl-u zz
[uol ["'i

o, = o:*,(/r,r)

which is corrected by W1 from the value Df given by the Enskog theory

(2.64)



2.4 Previous Work Related to Present Work

Pavlav and Dobrokholov published their work concerning the sell-diffusion coeffìcient

of Ge in 1969 [471. The experimental results pointed out the selÊdiffision process in the

semiconductor was similar to the self-diffi.rsion process in liquid metals. It is interesting

that Ge and Si which have diamond-type crystal lattices change their coordinate in the

liquid state from four to eight and behave in a number of physical respects like ordinary

metals. In this experiment, the capillary reservoir method was used, the concentration of

tracer in the metals did not exceed 5% and the temperature ranged from 950--12000C.

The D6 and Q were obtained by the method of least squares. The temperature dependence

of the diffiision coefficient was represented anal¡ically as

D = (22 = o.a)" r o-' 
"*r(- 

s99l!!9) (2.6s)

The value obtained for the self-diffusion activation ol Ge fits well on the linear

dependence on the basis of the experimental data for liquid metals by plotting the self-

diffilsion activation energy Q against the melting point Tn,'. This is a confirmation of

rearrangement of short-range order ofthe Ge and metallization ofbond in the temperature

interval 937 -1025 0C. The theoretical estimates of the selÊdiffi.¡sion coefticient of Ge using

Eyring's hole model is given by

(2.66)

where b=0.5 is a geometrical parameter equal to the ratio ofthe effective atomic radius to

the interatomic separation, v=0.9 is a confguration constant that depends on tlte geometry

-)/_ kIT /: | ¡r l/3 AS 
^HD=- | 

- 
| exD-e

2trhb(2b+t)lNoj ' R RT



ofthe structure in the liquid state, 
^S=3.3 

cal per mole is the activation entropy ofviscous

flow and AH =3350 cal per mole is the activation energy ofviscous flow, Table 2.1 shows

reasonable agreement between the experimental and theoretical values ofD indicating that

diffusion in liquid Ge can be explained by hole activation mechanism of diñrsion.

Table 2. 1. Self-diffilsion coefücient of Liquid Ge obtained experimentally and

theoretically by Eyring's model.

Toc Time min. Do.xl0acm2/sec D",,.^.x 10acm2/sec

960 60 t.t7

980 60 0.78

980 60 I

1000 60 t.3"t 0.84

1010 60 1.05

1050 60 1.69 1.85

1185 60 2.18 t 7,t

Wernick [48] developed a new method to measure the diffirsion coefücient of alloys of

Ge-Al, Ge-Au and Si-Al. The new method is called the temperature-gradient zone-melting

technique. This method has certain unique advantages for determination of diffi:sion

coeffrcient. The molten zone employed can be small so that convection is negligible. In

this method, a molten zone moves through a solid by the establishment of a temperature

gradient. For example, by placing a thin layer of element A between two sections of a

solute element B whose melting point is lower than A and raising the temperature to T1,

the portion of molten zone at the highest temperature because undersaturated in B.

Consequently, this portion of molten zone dissolves more B, setting up a concentration

gradient across the layer, As a result, B flows from the heat interface to the cool interface

3l



of the molten zone. The solution-diffusion process results in a movement of the molten

zone through the solid state toward the region of high temperature. The travel rate is a

direct measurement of the flux of the diffi.rsing element through the zone. Specimens of a

given solute-solvent system were maintained in a k¡own temperature gradient for varying

periods of time. In this work, the diffi¡sion coefficient was assumed constant over the

temperature and concentration range in the diffi:sion run. Fick's first law was used to

calculate the diffusion coefücient, but the concentration-gradient dcldx was replaced by

dT/dx dC/dT. The diffi-rsion coeffrcients were compared with those obtained for diffi¡sion

in other liquid metal systems. The data are shown in Table 2.2.

TabIe 2.2. Diffirsion Coefiìcient Data

Thus far, only one measurement of chemical-diffusion coeffrcient has been done

without using a radioactive tracer to obtain a concentration profile [49]. In fhis work,

the concentration profile of In-Pb was done by using X-ray fluorescence analysis. The

diffi..rsion coeffrcient was calculated by using the Boltzman-Matano method.

TOC D x10scm2/sec

Ge in AI 630 ot

Ge in AI 666 17.1

Si in Al 667 4.0

Si in Al 697 8.7

Ge in Au 529 5.1

Ge in Au 563 7.8



Edwards et al in their review paper [50] gave interdiffusion coefftcient for A.l-Cu

binary alloys, D=7.2 x10'5 .mtlsec. at 700 
0C for C6u=13.4 at%o;D:15.0 xl0-5 cm2lsec. at

l00O 
oC for CCu=23.8 ato/o.



Chapter 3

Experimental Procedures

The capillary-reservoir technique was chosen for the measurement of diffusion

coefficients. The experimental apparatus consisted of the following items: capillary,

reservoir, capillary filling apparatus, diffusion fumace and EDS analyzer on a SEM. The

main experimental procedures included: (l) preparation of the binary alloy (2) capillary

filling (3) diffusion anneal (4) analysis of the concentration profile in the capillary.

3.1 Experimental Apparatus

3.1.1 Capillary

The capillaries used in present work were made from 6 mm diameter graphite rod with

an inside diameter drilled uniformly to 2 mm. The lengths varied from 26-33 mm. The

capillaries were sealed at one side with flat bottom. The open throat of the capillary was

ground flat with metallurgical papers. In order to ensure a tight fit between the capillary

and capillary holder, the outside diameter of the capillaries was left a little bigger than the

hole in the capillary holder and was reduced by sanding with metallurgical paper.

All capillaries were ultrasonically cleaned at least 3 times using alcohol as a cleaning

medium to remove any oil and grease picked up during machining.

The inside lengths of the capillaries were measured using a depth gauge and the data

were recorded.
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3.1.2 Capillary Holder

ln the present investigation, two types of capillary holders made of graphite were used;

one for capillary filling and the other for the diffusion anneal. The features of the holders

are shown in Fig. 3.1. It is noted that both holder lengths are long enough to prohibit the

alloy in the reservoir from contacting the stainless steel shaft connected to the holder

during the capillary filling or diffusion anneal processes. The cleaning procedure was same

as for the capillaries described above. The triangulâr shape of the holder minimize

adhesion of alloy to the holder.

There are six holes drilled in each capillary filling holder to accommodate six

capillaries and two holes in the diffusion holder for two capillaries. It is noted that holes in

the filling holder can not be drilled too deep since the capillaries must be removed from the

filling holder and placed in the diffusion holder.

3.1.3 Crucibles

Two different sizes crucibles were used in the present work. One was capillary filling

crucible, smaller than that of diffusion crucible because of the limitation of the capillary

filling device, Both crucibles were made of graphite and all surfaces of crucible were

polished with metallurgical papers and cleaned ultrasonically. For the diffusion crucible,

the flat bottom inside is required to maintain the capillary vertically dur.ing the diffusion

anneal.
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3.1.4 Capillary Filling Apparatus

The capillary filling device is shown schematically in Figure 3.2. A cylindrical

stainless steel tube with 49 mm OD; 40 mm ID and 290 mm long surrounded by an

insulated heating coil. The heating element with a maximum power of approximately 6

kïv comprised three units which were controlled by a proportional temperature controller.

One thermocouple was placed at the bottom of the crucible through a hole at bottom of the

vessel with an O-ring used to seal the hole. A water cooled 5 mm diameter copper tube

soldered around the hole prevented the O-ring from overheating.

A brass cap with an O-ring seal served as a top seal for the filling device. Two copper

tubes were soldered through the cover one being used to provide the argon flow and the

other used to supply a vacuum. A water cooled copper tube surrounded the cap to cool the

O-ring seal. The capillary holder shaft passed through the cover via another O-ring seal so

that the shaft could be lowered and raised during the filling process. One mechanical pump

was used to evacuate the vessel to 750 mm Hg vacuum. Argon gas was supplied to prevent

oxidization of liquid metal.

3.1.5 Diffusion Furnace

There is presently no ideal diffusion equipment in the laboratory. Initially, the filling

device was used as the diffusion device, but two problems surfaced; (1) the temperature

could not be both controlled and known exactly because the dimensions of the vessel were

not large enough to insert both a control thermocouple and a measuring thermocouple. (2) a

smaller than ideal bath crucibles had to be utilized due to the small chamber of the stainless

steel tube.
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A muffle fumace 250 mm x 250 mm x 500 mm was finally chosen as the diffusion

fumace. This allowed good control of the temperature at a known value. Although an

argon gas atmosphere and rotation of the capillary were not possible in this furnace, the

absence of these features proved to be not critical.

3.2 Experimental Procedure

3.2.1 Alloy Preparation

All alloys including Al-Si, Al-Ge and Al-Cu were prepared under argon in an

environment controlled induction furnace. The Al pellets were 99.97o pure, Si lump 98.57o

pure, Ge piece 99.999Vo pure and Cu rod 99.997o pure. All the metals were purchased

from Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc.. The melting points of these binary alloys were all

below 800 0C which is the maximum temperature that the filling device could achieve. To

ensure homogeneity, the alloy was held in the molten state in the induction fumace for a

minimum of 5 minutes before being cast into an ingot.

3.2.2 Capillary Filling

Six capillaries were placed in a capillary holder and secured so that they could not

float to the surface of the alloy. The holder connected to the holder shaft was sealed in the

filling device. The system was evacuated and checked for leakage. Then, argon gas was

pressured into the system and heat supplied. The desired temperature(about 300C higher

than the melting point) was maintained for about 20-30 minutes to ensure melting of the

alloy. The argon flow was stopped and the mechanical pump started for 15-20 minutes

until 750 mm Hg vacuum was achieved. The capillary holder was pushed down so that the
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capillaries were totally immersed by the liquid alloy. After all capillaries had been

immersed in the liquid in the reservoir, the vacuum pump was stopped and the system was

pressured with argon gas to force the liquid alloy into the capillaries and the pressure was

maintained for 10 for 15 minutes and the holder shaft was rotated at slow speed to ensure

that surface tension did not inhibit filling of the capillaries. The argon pressure was then

reduced and the holder raised from the reservoir to the original position. The heater was

turned off and the system allowed to cool to room temperature. The capillaries were then

removed from the filling device and separated from the holder. All the capillaries were

visually checked and any capillaries not completely filled were rejected.

3.2.3 Diffusion Anneal

The densities of the various alloys had been previously estimated so that the heavy

alloy was in the capillary and the lighter alloy in the reservoir. The purpose was to

minimize any buoyancy effect of the reservoir alloy on the capillary alloy. In the present

investigation, the Al-Cu and Al-Ge alloys were put into the reservoir. Secondly, the

amount of alloy in the reservoir was much more than that in the capillary to ensure that the

alloy concentration in the reservoir remained essentially constant.

Two filled capillaries were mounted in the diffusion anneal holder and the diffusion

holder was fixed vertically on the steel plate by tightening the bolt. When the fumace

reached the set temperature, the reservoir was placed in the fumace. When the alloy in the

reservoir was melted, the capillary holder with the fixed steel plate was placed in the

fumace to heat up, When the reservoir and capillaries were at the same temperature, the

capillaries were immersed in the reservoir.

After a diffusion anneal of t hour (in the present investigation), the reservoir and

capillaries were removed from the fumace and the capillaries removed from the reservoir.
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Since the cooling time is quite short, diffusion occuning during the cooling is considered

to be negligible, The time that the holder was removed from the reservoir was considered

as the end of the diffusion anneal.

3.2.4 Concentration Analysis

To obtain the concentration profiles, EDS on a SEM was used for quantitative

analyses. The MicroQ program of Tracer Northem EDS was used and all adjustabìe

factors including the magnification, tilt and angle were kept the same so that consistent

results could be obtained. After each diffusion anneal, the small alloy rod was removed

from the capillary and was mounted and polished. The specimen was then analyzed from

end to end at I mm intervals. The entire width of the sample was analyzed to minimize

radial segregation effects.
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a, For capillary filling b. For the diffusion anneal

Figure 3.1 The capillary holders
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Figure 3.2. The capillary filling apparatus

A-capillary holder, B-holder shafr, C- lateral O-ring seal, D- Brass cap,

Elateral O-ring seal, F-crucible, G-stainless steel vessel, H-heat insulation Iayer,

I-heating coil, J{hermocouple.
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Chapte14

Experiment Results

The experimental results obtained in the present investigation consisted of (l)

the diffusion concentration profiles for the Al-Ge-Si, Al-Cu-Si temary systems and

for the binary Al-Cu ststem at six temperatures in the range 700-800 0C, (2) th"

calculation of diffusion coefficients DSi, DGe and Dçu in the different liquid alloy

systems, (3) the calculation of frequency factor De and the activation energy Q for

the different element.

4.1 Diffusion Experiment Results

The experimental diffusion concentration profiles are shown in Figure 4.1 to

Figure 4.18. The dotted lines in these plots indicated what the concentration

profiles would have been if the diffusion coefficients did not vary at all with the

concentrations.
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4.2 Calculation of DÍffusion Coefficient

The method used for calculating the diffusion coefficient in liquid is usually the

unsteady state method based on Fick's second law. For linear diffusion, this is

(4,1)

or if D is assumed constant then

ac â r- acl
=-=:-l lJ -:- Idt dx\ dx)

(4.2)

For appropriate boundaryconditions eqn.(4.2) can be solved in the form as function of D, t,

x. Several authors[sO] have described the solutions of eqn(42) for one-dimensional

binary diffusion. They assumed that the diffusion coefficient is indepentent of the

concentrtion and also neglect the change of the volume due to mixing. The mathematical

analysis for diffusion in the capillary resevoir thchnique was carried out by the seperation

of variable techniques. It was assumed that the diffusion occurs at constant temperature

and only in the direction of the longitudinal axis of the capillary. Then, for the boundary

conditions,

c = c!:; o <x<L, t=o

C =Cr^r. x=0, all t

g= o49âa'

c (x, t) - c, 
", 

n . !* {r t:;- 
",.,, 

)å (r-Cä 
*, g# *{-la t t tw)" 

",) (4 3 )



If D is independent of the concentration,

average composition of the capillary:

accurate values may be calculated from the

(4.4)-"*,)àeh.-,[{o#r1',,;

The average concentration is defined in the present investigation as

Lc'
V_i=1

j (4.5)

If D does vary with composition, then, eqn.(4.4) gives an intermidiate or ,,average" value

for D. The diffusion coefficients calculated in the present work are shown in Tabte 4.1,

Table 4.2 and rable 4.3. some diffusion coefficient results of different elemenrs are

plotted in Figure 4. 19.



Table 4. 1 The value of diffusion coefficient for the liquid Si-Al --- Cu-Al
temary system

T0C No Element Csuo Cln¡, C¡.u D xl0scm2/sec

700
I si t 8.31 0.00 6.53 1t.1

Cu 0.00 t2.96 8.73 9.3

2 si 18.3 l 0.00 6.58 1 1.3

Cu 0.00 12.96 8.78 9.1

720

1 Si 18.31 0.00 6.72 I t.8

Cu 0.00 12.93 8.6 r 9.7

2 si 18.31 0.00 6.67 l 1.6

Cu 0.00 t2.93 8.67 9.5

740

I Si l"t.99 0.00 6.68 2.0

Cu 0.00 12;79 8.22 1.1

7 Si 17.99 0.00 6.71 2.1

Cu 0.00 t2.79 8.30 0.8

760

si t7.99 0.00 6.77 12.4

Cu 0.00 t2.79 7.84 13. 1

2 Si 17.99 0.00 6.77 12.4

Cu 0.00 12.79 7.81 13.1

780

si 16.82 0.00 6.97 15.0

Cu 0.00 12.34 7.45 13.7

2 Si 16.82 0.00 6.95 t4.9

Cu 0.00 12.59 7.42 13.9

800

Si 16.82 0.00 7.39 t5.7

Cu 0.00 12.34 6.94 t6.7

2 si 16.82 0.00 7.36 16.7

Cu 0.00 12.34 7.03 16.6



Table 4.2 The value of diffusion coefficient for the liquid Si-Al --- Ge-Al
temary system

TOC No Element Cs,'Ì, CInit Ce" D x 105 cm2lsec.

700
Si 13.89 0.00 3.21 4.7

Ge 0.00 10.89 7.35 ot

2 Si 13.89 0.00 3.26 4.8

Ge 0.00 10.89 7.31 9.4

720

Si 15.57 0.00 3.44 4.3

Ge 0.00 10.65 7.00 t 0.3

) Si 19.50 0.00 3.55 2.9

Ge 0.00 10.65 7.03 10.3

740

I si 13.6'1 0.00 3.34 5.2

Ge 0.00 10.75 7.02 10.5

2 Si t3.6'7 0.00 3.34 5.1

Ge 0.00 10.75 6.71 t2.3

760

I si t 2.85 0.00 3.42 6.2

Ge 0.00 10.85 6.47 t4.2

2 si t 2.85 0.00 3.30 5.8

Ge 0.00 10.85 6.4 14.5

780

si 12.45 0.00 3.50 6.9

Ge 0.00 10.93 6.32 15.5

2 Si 12.45 0.00 3.46 6;7

Ge 0.00 10.93 6.26 15.9

800

Si 12.45 0.00 3.66 7.5

Ge 0.00 t 1.37 6.26 16.6

2 si 12.45 0.00 3.69 7.7

Ge 0.00 n.37 6.45 16.4



Table 4.3 The value of diffusion coefficient for the liquid Cu-Al --- Al
binery system

T0C No Element C¡ut¡ CI¡, Ce" D x 105cm2/sec.

700 I Cu 0.00 16.23 10.81 9.1

2 Cu 0.00 6.23 10.81 8,9

720 Cu 0.00 2.96 8.81 8.9

2 Cu 0.00 2.96 8.80 9.0

'740 Cu 0.00 15.21 9.37 12.9
,) Cu 0.00 t5.21 9.52 12.2

760 1

2

Cu 0.00 14.83 8,69 i5.0

Cu 0.00 14.83 8.73 14.8

780 Cu 0.00 14.73 8.18 17.3

I Cu 0.00 t4.73 8.16 17.4

800 Cu 0.00 t6.21 8.48 19.9

2 Cu 0.00 16.21 8.57 19.4
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Figure 4,19 The diffusion coefficients vs temperafure for some elements



4.3 Calculation of Diffusion Parameters
The Arrhenius equation is assumed to be valid for the temperature range in this

investigation and is given as:

(4.6)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, D6 is the frequency factor, Q is the activation energy,

R is gas constant and T is absolute temperature.

A plot of lnD vs l/T then yields the value of D¡ (from the intercept) ans the value of

Q. The values of De and Q are given in Table 4.4

Table 4.4 The value of activation energy Q and frequency factor Do

D= D"*el-#f

Allov Element Do cm2ls O cal / mole.oK

Al-Ge Si 0.038 13.300

AI.Si Ge 0.073 12.900

At-si Si 0.057 7700

AI-Cu Cu 0.051 12300

Al-Cu Cu 0.07 17400
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Chapter 5

Discussion of Results

5.1 Source of Experimental Error

The estimated errors in the measurement and calculation of the diffilsion coefücient

are attributed to the errors involved in the following quantities: the temperature T, the time

t, the lenglh of capillary L and the concentration ratio ry = # The error in the
L /"r¡ v Ba¡1,1,

temperature T is considered small enough to be neglected because the temperature control

of the muffle furnace worked well and good stability of the temperature was observed.

The error introduced by the measurement of the time factor, t, is also very small and it is

expected to be less than 0.4%0. A noticeably higher error is introduced by the measurement

ofthe length ofcapillary due to the volume change during the cooling stage.

The major error is in the concentration ratio ry. A small error of ry would cause a

much higher error on D. Wall [51] has shown that a tl.OYo error in y would produce as

small as +I%o and as high as +1870 error on D depending upon the magnetude of ry, In

general, by using EDS to analyze the concentration of the specimen, a 5o% anal¡ical error

would be considered to be reasonable and acceptable. Edward [50] thought that the use ol

the capillary-reservoir method to determine the diffi;sion coeffrcient requires the

development of an advanced analytical technique sensitive to small concentration change

and the present technique satisfies this requirement. In order to get very reliable results,

the average concentrations rvere determined from about 20 points r¡sed to determine the



concentration distribution. in the present research, the experimental errors of Cs¡¡, and

C1,,¡ are attributed to the following reasons:

(1) The immersing effect when the capillary is initially immersed in the reservoir

probably produces a small amount of interfacial mixing. The existence of an immersion

effect may change the initial boundary condition so that the determined diffi-rsion

coefiìcient D may be greater than that of the actural one. In the present experiment, the

immersing effect should be considered more seriously since the capillary immersing and

raising processes were operated by hand and the whole process was carried out quickly.

The initial condition may be approximated as C(x,0)=9(x)=Cint and the rp(x) treated as a

continuous function. Then, the eqn.(4.4) can be expressed as

7- B( c,,,,, -c,,,)s 1 | l(z¡*t)" l' - \c -cu.,, ='-Tàr;.-q-l fr.lot )+ 
e, (5 r)

where Aa is an integral involving the initial distribution rp(x). Brown and Tuck l52l have

tested the immersing effect for the diffusion coeffrcient ol mercury and found that values

calculated from short runs were higher than those for long runs, indicating the existance of

an immersing effect.

(2) The end effect, where the velocity of material in the reservoir moving past the

mouth of capillary is too low. This would result in an accumulation of diffusion

component at this point which would reduce the efiìux as compared with the ideal case.

The end effect may give a lower value of diffirsion coeffrcient. Several investigations have

suggested that rotating the capillaries at various speeds or stirring the bath to aid mass

transfer is a good way to avoid the end effect. However, if the velocity of tlie fluid moving

past the mouth of the capillary becomes too fast, the liquid in capillary may be swept away

by the liquid flow and higher value of the diffi¡sion coefficienr would be observed. In the



present \¡/ork, neither rotating nor stirring was used since it is was considered that natural

convection in the reservoir would maintain the composition at the mouth of the capillary.

(3) The vibration effect, which introduces acceleration and this mass transfer could be

a major source of experimental errors. This vibration effect would give higher values of

diffi¡sion coeftìcient. The vibration occurs mainly when the capillary is placed in the

reservoir and removed from the reservoir. AJthough precautions were taken, the vibration

effect is considered to be unavoidable.

The convective effect is always considered to be a serious problem for capillary

method, but there is no evidence of convective mixing in the present investigation, If

convective mixing occurred, there would be flat spots in the concentration profiles at the

mouths of the capillaries

AJI experimental errors mentioned above would more or less exist during the

experiments and cause results to deviate from the ideal. However, the capillary-reservoir

technique is still considered as one ofthe most accurate methods to determine the diffi.¡sion

coeffrcient. Wilson [51] concluded that for the self-diffirsion coefücient, the experimental

data are often subject to an error of ú0%, while for alloy diffusion coefücients, the errors

may be as high as t100%. Recently Edward [50] gave his critical review on the available

literature regarding the diffirsion phenomena in liquid metals and the reliability of existing

experimental data. He suggested that an estimate oft100% would be conservative.

5.2 Comparison \üith the Literature

Before comparing the present experimental data with those available in the literature,

it is necessary to emphasize that data are sketching and thât no identical experiments have

been reported. However, the values of diffusion coefücient given in the literature can

provide valuable information lor the present investigation.
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Pallav and Dobrohotov 147) gave the average diffi¡sion coefücient for Ge in Al as

D6.:11.75 xlO'scm2/sec. at 960 
0C 

and D6"=21.80 xi0'5cm2/sec. at 1185 0C, These

were obtained using the capillary-reservoir method and a radioactive tracer to determine

the diffirsion coeffìcient. Comparing the above values with the present results is given in

Figure 5.1, it is seen that reasonable agreement was obtained considering different alloy

compositions were used.

Results ofPallav & Dobrohotov
ìVe¡inck's
Results

1E-04

1E-05
6.508-04 7.50E-04 8.s0E-04 9.508-04 1.OsE-03

uT

Figure 5.1 Comparing Pallov's data of average D6" in A1 with the present values

Werinck [48] used the temperature-gradient zone-melting technique to measure the

diffusion coefücient in Ge-Al and Si-Al binary systems. Although this method is different

from the one used here, comparison can still be made as the same alloys were used

We¡inck gave D41-6.=17.1 xl0'5cm2/sec and D¡-5¡=8.7 xl0'5cm2/sec, at 660 
0C. From

the present work, D6.=9.22 x l0'5cm2/sec and D51=4.8 xl0'5cm2/sec, at 700 
0C, we can

a-

Y _x,q_
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cì

see that the agreement is reasonable considering the fact that different methods were used

to obtain these values. It is interesting that Werinck obtained a value for Ge about twice

that for Si which is similar to the present investigation although werinck's values are

higher.

1.00E-03

Present Ressults Werinck's
Results

¡

X1.008-04

1.00E-0s
9.20E-04 9.508-04 9.808-04

TIT

1.01E-03 1.048-03

Figure 5.2 Comparing Werinck's result with the present work

Edward and Hucke[50] in their review paper gave inter-diffusion coefrcients lor the

AJ-Cu binary alloy system; D=7,2 x1O'5 cm2lsec for Cçu=15.0 alo/o atTOO 
0C 

and D=15.0

xl0-5cm2/sec for C6u=23.8 at% at 1000 
oC. It is interesting to compare Edward's values

with the present results because both experiments were carried out in the Al-Cu binary

alloy system. Comparing values obtained in the present work, Dçu= 8.9 x10'5 cm'ls.. at



{)

ôl
(J

U)

1.008-04

1.00E-05

700 
0C for CCu=2:.8 at%o, it is clear that excellent agreement has been achieved at this

termperature. Results given in the CRC Handbook [54] are also included in Figure 5.3.

From the above comparisons, it can be concluded that the present values of diffusion

coefficient are at least as accurate as these determined previously by other investigators.

1.008-03

D,, - 0.7 *Å.le-"'oo*'ooo'o' 
cm' f sec.

7.508-04 8.s08-04 9.508-04 1.05E-03

UT

Figure 5.3 Diffi:sion of Cu in Al

5.3 Comparison \ryith Theory

As mentioned in the literature survey in Chapter 2, several researchers have given

various theoretical models to calculate the liquid diffusion coefiìcient. Each of these

theoretical models made implicit or explicit assumptions concerning the structure of the

liquid metals and the nature of the diffi:sive notion. In most cases, the model was

postulated from a intensive study on one or a few specific metals and was only applicable



to these metals. When this model is applied to other metals, the validity of the theoretical

model must be examined on the basis ofthe correctness of its physical assumptions. Since

the study of the liquid metal state is relatively undeveloped in contrast to that for solid

state, a lot of basic parameters are not available for calculation using a theoretical model,

thereby making it impossible to make a comparison between the theoretical and the

experimental results,

Initially, the Stokes-Einstein equation eqn.(2.20), Sutherland equation eqn.(2.23) and

Eyring's Hole equation eqn.(2.32) are used to calculate the selÊdiffi¡sion coefficient of Al

in Al, since these equations were derived for solvent self-diffirsion. The majority ol

metallic atoms have similar size and therefore the dift¡sion coefücients should not vary

greatly from the value for solvent self-diffi;sion. Using T,,,=933 K, p=1.38 x10-3 Ns/m2

and d=2.86 x10-r0 m, the values of D for the self-diffitsion of A.l in Al calculated from the

theories of Stokes-Einstein eqn.(2.20), Sutherland eqn.(2.23) and Eyring eqn.(2.32) are

given in Table 5. L

Table 5. 1 The calculated values for the self-difi.¡sion coefücient of Al in Al

DEtuutein

xlos cm2/sec

Dsuthcrl¡n,1.

xl os cm2lsec

Dtl¡r'i,'g

xlos cm2/sec

AI 1.7 tt 5.8

Comparing the theoretical results of diffusion coefücient for Al in Al with the present

experimental values for solutes in Al, we find that the experimental results are higher than

the theoretical results. This might be expected since addition of alloy lowers the melting

temperature from that of pure metal. The decrease of melting temperature would reduce

the viscosity of alloys and thus increase the diffi:sion coeftìcient. The theoretical models

used above are only strictly applicable for the calculation of the solvent self-diffi..rsion

coeffrcient. Eoskog's theory has considered the interaction between solvent and solute



atoms and could be used to calculate the inter-diffusion coefücient. Unfortunately, some

important parameters are not available so that an exact calculation can not be carried out at

the present time. However, if it is assumed that the pair correlation function, gis(o¡.) of

eqn.(2.58) is relatively insensitive to small difference in atomic diameter, then eqn.(2.58)

can be written as

(s 2)

where A is constant and it is assumed that the concentration of solute is quite low so that

n. remains constant. Using the value of D:5.8 xl0'5 cm2/sec. for Al as given in Table 5,I

and value of ois and o given in Table 5.2, a value of A=7. I xl O-37 is obtained. Using this

value for A in eqn.(5.2) and the values for ois and o given in Table 5.2, the values for

solute diñrsion coefiìcient can be estimated and shown in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 The calculation of solute Diffirsion coefiìcient in Al

Firstly, Table 5.2 shows that the calculated values for solute diffusion in Iiquid A1

are very similar and vary only slightly with the solute species. Secondly, the Enskog's

-Arì¿ _LJ. _' 6;.1ø

Solute Atom Diameter

or xl08 cm

Atom Mass

x 1026 ke

Reduced Mass

o x1026 ke

Oi,

x 108 cm

D

x 10s cm2lsec,

AI 2.86 4.48 2.24 2.86 5.8

Cu 2.56 10.06 3.14 2.77

Si 2.35 4.66 2.28 2.67 6.9

Ge 2.45 12.1 3.26 2.66 5_ó
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theory predicts that the diñrsion coefficient of Si should be higher than that of Ge,

whereas experimentally, the reverse is true. Clearly, much work remains to clarify the

theory of liquid diffirsion.

5.4 Variation of D

In all the previous work using the capillary-reservoir method to calculate the diffusion

coefticients, D was assumed to be a constant over the concentration interval. But actually,

the diffusion coeffrcient can and will vary with the concentration. A¡ effort has been made

to determine the variation ofD with concentration using the fìnite difference method, but

the expected results have not been obtained due to the experimental and mathematical

difüculties. This problem could be investigated in the future research .

The values of diffi.rsion coefücient obtained in the present work were calculated by

assuming D as constânt. On all the concenttation profrles in Chapter 4, the dotted lines

indicate what the concentration profile would have been if the diffi.rsion coeffrcient D did

not vary at all with concentration. From these figures, we find that there is not very much

variation ofD with concentration and assuming D as constant is reasonable in the present

work. It should be noticed that if D varies with the concentration, the activation energies

Q and Do's will be some sort of intermediate values for the concentration range studied,

8I



Chapter 6

Conclusions

From the experimental results and the discussions, the following conclusions can be

drawn:

1. The interdiffusion coefficients for the liquid metal diffusion of Cu in Al, Cu in

Al-Si, Si in Al-Cu and Ge in Al-Si are all very similar.

2. The interdiffusion coefficient for the liquid metal diffusion of Si in Al-Ge is about

1/2 of the values obtained for the other elements.

3. The presence of Ge in Al appears to affect the diffusion of Si in liquid Al-Ge

alloys, but the diffusion in Al-Si alloys is unaffected.

4. No evidence of convective mixing in the capillaries was observed.

5. The vibration effects exists and it may cause the values of diffusion coefficient

higher than the ideal ones.

6. The present values of diffusion coefficient are at least as accurate as those

obtained by other investigators.
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Nomenclature

a Íadius of particle

ct viscosity coefficient

B sliding friction coefficient

C concentration of diffusion substance

C¡",¡ concentration in reservoir

Cini, concentration in capillary

D diffusion coefficient

Do frequency factor

õ inter -diffusion coefficient

De diffusion coefficient calculated by Eoskog's theory

Dg diffusion coefficient of a dilute sphere gas

e dissociation energy of bonding

^&"p. 
vaporization heat of liquid metal

E"i.. activation energy of viscosity of liquid metal

F resistance force

f average correlation coefficient

8i'

AH

j
k

L

constant

pair-correction function

enthalpy per mole

jumping distance of atom

Boltzmann's constant

length of capillary

mass of atom

Avogadro constant

mole fractions

m

NO

Nl, N2

N number of particle per unit volume
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activation energy

Universal gas constant

mean time

entropy per mole

hard sphere diameter

temperature

time

viscosity coefficient

volume

free volume

average velocity

correction factor

conection factor

number of nearest neighbor

distance between two equilibrium position


